El tiempo libre y el ocio en Madrid. You will see a 9-minute segment about leisure in Madrid. Before viewing, carefully read the statements below and underline key words. As you watch, circle the appropriate response, true (T) or false (F), according to the information given in the video. [Link](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a6omW7kcHv0)

1. Alberto Simón says comics are a way to tell stories through pictures. | T | F |
2. “Electra,” according to Simón, is a shop tailored for mostly families with kids. | T | F |
3. The Cine Estudio was created for classic movie enthusiasts. | T | F |
4. Popcorn is popular at the concession stand at Cine Estudio. | T | F |
5. While talking about his own experience, Miguel Aguado says that a real cinematic enthusiast would go wherever the movie is shown. | T | F |
6. Raquel Villanueva says European cinema of the 60’s has a guaranteed audience in an older generation. | T | F |
7. To attract younger audiences, Cine Verdi hosts film festivals where new directors are able to show their “cortos” (short films) for free. | T | F |
8. According to José Múñiz, “Peggy Sue” allows its customers to go back to the 50’s. | T | F |
9. He says the best thing “Peggy Sue” has to offer is its music. | T | F |
10. At the end the narrator says that cultural events offered in cosmopolitan cities are too costly. | T | F |

EXTRA CREDIT ☺. Jot down up to 2 leisure activities mentioned in the first 30 seconds of the clip. WRITE THE WORDS IN ENGLISH WITH THEIR SPANISH EQUIVALENT: